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welcome!

lee davis
edc curator

community.ecodesigncollective.org



land acknowledgement

we live and work on the traditional 
ancestral and unceded lands 
of the Piscataway and 
the Susquehannock tribes



goals

● share edc mission, goals & activities
● explore concept of ‘life-centered design’ 
● celebrate launch of edc online platform
● engage new voices & build community!   



introductions: edc curators
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what is edc?

anand pandian
edc curator

community.ecodesigncollective.org



mission
The Ecological Design Collective is a community for radical ecological imagination and 
collaborative practice. With roots in Baltimore and relations around the world, we aim to 
build space for researchers, designers, activists, artists, and others to conceive and 
develop alternative ecological futures together. We pursue and support ecological and 
life-centered design processes in a collective manner, grounded in the insights that 
arise from collaborative exploration and in the resourcefulness of the natural world. 
Working in a spirit of attentive listening and mutual responsibility, we seek to build 
community and capacity for social, economic, and environmental justice. We intend to 
nurture diverse experiments in ecological transformation: material and inventive 
outcomes that always acknowledge their social roots, that take failures as necessary 
and inevitable compost, that pursue joyful exchange as a vital nourishment for diverse 
communities.





























join us! 

community.ecodesigncollective.org



life-centered design: 
beyond anthropocentrism 
and white supremacy in design



human-centered 
design



life-centered design

● from white-supremacy to 
equity- & justice-centered design 

(valuing all human life) 



Source: Equity Design Collaborative



Source: Creative Reaction Lab



Sources: Design Justice Network | National Equity Project



Source: Black in Design Conference



life-centered design

● from anthropocentric 
(human-centered) to 
multi-species-centered design
 
(valuing all life)



Sources: Core 77 | ASU |  Design Like You Mean It



Sources: Sentient Future Lab | Future Scouting



Source: Future Scouting



Source: Swiss Design Network



Disegno

Journal of 
Design Culture 
(2021)

disegno.mome.hu 



* Biomimicry for Social Innovation (2021) - MICA Center for Social Design student team: 
Sasha Avrutina, Eesha Patne, Hanah Murphy, Eunsoo Kim, Ching Yi Chen 

Design Principles: Life-Centered Design* 



life-centered design values and uplifts 
the diversity of all life and seeks to 
acknowledge, challenge, and reimagine 
systems and design practices that 
uphold persistent inequity and injustice, 
both between people and between 
people and the wider natural world



nicole labruto
edc curator

community.ecodesigncollective.org



life-centered anthropology:
the multispecies turn in anthropology



life-centered anthropology:
the multispecies turn in anthropology

anthropology: 
study of relations; how people 
collectively make and live their worlds, 
with attention to power



multispecies ethnography: origins



multispecies ethnography: influences

political ecology

science, technology, 
and society (STS)

posthuman turn





multispecies ethnography: critiques

reliant on scientific accounts

decenters politics

neglects animals rights 

misaligned commitments



considering “life”

“life” as romantic category

“life” biological reality

“life” as ethical question



shashawnda campbell
edc curator

community.ecodesigncollective.org





Failed Human Design

Most communities of color are being used as a 
dumping ground 

BRESCO incinerator, landfill and other polluting waste 
infrastructure are concentrated in South Baltimore.  

Environmental Injustice and structurally racist - poor 
and black communities bear the burdens.  



Curtis Bay Disasters Timeline



Coal Explosion in Curtis Bay 
 

We continue to see these 
lives of people of 
color/low-income at the 
beginning of the sacrifice list 

Govt have not done much 
work to value people over 
industry



Health Impacts 
- Communities of 

color have faces 
many health impact 
when it comes to 
air pollution ect

- These communities 
have also been 
redlined 



Human Centered Design 

Ideal world

- No community would be used as a 
dumping ground

-No sacrificing of any human group

-All have the human right to Clean Air,Water, 
and Housing ect.

-We ALL have healthy sustainable and 
thriving communities 



discussion!

cristina murphy 
edc curator

community.ecodesigncollective.org



thank you!
please join us in the dome 
for further conversation!

community.ecodesigncollective.org


